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The Evolution of Human Pair-Bonding, Friendship, and Sexual Attraction - Michael R. Kauth - 2020-11-30

The Evolution of Human Pair-Bonding, Friendship, and Sexual Attraction presents an evolutionary history of romantic love, male-female pair-bonding, same-sex friendship, and sexual attraction, drawing on sexuality research, gay and lesbian studies, history, literature, anthropology, and evolutionary science. Employing evolutionary theory as a framework, this book examines relationships that have evolved to increase survival, reproduction, and sexual pleasure to nurture same-sex environments for both men and women, ultimately benefiting their reproductive success and promoting the inheritance of traits for future generations. The Evolution of Human Pair-Bonding, Friendship, and Sexual Attraction is an accessible and engaging read that asks what attracts people to one another, why love has developed the way it has over time, and what makes us susceptible to jealousy and envy in relationships.

That Elixir Called Love - Stephen Betchen - 2010-05-18

Sexual attraction and love are now the subject of serious academic study, and the implications of this new line of thinking and research are transforming mainstream views. That Elixir Called Love presents five instruments for the control and resolution of relationship conflicts. Identify the core master conflict that is causing your relationship problems, understand the origins of your conflict and how it first brought you together, diagnose the perceptual styles of you and your partner, commit vs. freedom, power vs. passivity—and for each he provides vivid stories of couples who have struggled with them, as well as simple tests that help you to:

How the love is now pushing you over and over again? Are you often confused about why your partner is so angry? Are things getting worse and worse even though you’ve tried everything you can think of to make them better? Is this breakdown guide to repairing romantic relationships, therapist and marriage researcher Dr. Stephen Betchen delivers a powerful new explanation of what those deep, sexual feelings are, how they form the basis of your relationship and find a whole new level of happiness. Based on his extensive experience as a couples’ therapist, Dr. Betchen has discovered that the provoking power of such intense sexual attraction is what draws people to each other—and what hides a hidden, inner conflict in their love—a conflict that you and your partner must solve. How the love is now pushing you over and over again—a master conflict act as an almost magnetic force of attraction, but, over time, master conflicts often begin to push a pair apart—many of the very things you most appreciated about each other in the beginning of your relationship now seem to be the very things that are driving you apart. How the love is now pushing you over and over again is written with simple tests that help you:
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Mating in Captivity: How Intimacy Can Make Us Feel More Alive or More Trapped - Esther Perel - 2006-05-29

Erotically, we experience desire’s paradoxical union of domesticity and sexual desire, and explain what it takes to bring lust home. Drawing on more than twenty years of experience as a couples therapist, Perel examines the complexities of sustaining desire. Through case studies and lively discussion, Perel demonstrates how more exciting, playful, and even poetic sex is possible in long-term relationships. Wise, witty, and as revelatory as it is straightforward, Mating in Captivity is a sensational book that will transform readers' understanding of sex and relationships. This book presents a comprehensive analysis of sexual desire, the sexual process, gender, and romantic love.

attachment in adulthood - Mari Mikułowski - 2010-04-01

The concluding chapter reflects on key issues addressed, considers the deeper philosophical implications of current work in the field, and identifies pivotal directions for future investigation.

The nature of sexual desire - James Giles - 2003
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often the result of a process in which clinicians progress towards the crossing of a client-clinician boundary. Sexual Attraction in Therapy explores state-of-the-art research from a multitude of related fields and includes sage advice on how to recognize personal risk factors, manage arousal, identify counterproductive sexual behaviors, and set the stage for sexual decision-making. The book provides readers with a clear understanding of the psychological and emotional aspects of sexual attraction and highlights the warning signs for clinicians, which can develop into sexual predilections affecting their lives and those of their clients, their workplaces and colleagues, and the reputation of the mental health field. Chapters provide essential guidance so that therapists can monitor progress along the ‘sexual decision cycle’ and, importantly, create organizations far more resistant to poor sexual decision-making. This text is an excellent teaching guide for clinicians and treatment professionals who seek therapeutic growth for both clients and themselves. Clinicians will be able to improve their decision-making and prevent themselves from engaging in damaging sexual behaviors, and organizations can redesign their approach to include preventative practices.
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